Index

0–1 linear program, 5, 193
absolute robust, 293
accrual tranche, 249
active constraint, 101
adaptive decision variables, 255
adjustable robust optimization, 300
adjusted random sampling, 267
ALM, 279
American option, 11, 240, 245
anticipative decision variables, 255
arbitrage, 63
arbitrage pricing, 318
arbitrage-free scenario trees, 268
Armijo–Goldstein condition, 91
ARO, 300
asset allocation, 9
asset/liability management, 13, 279
autoregressive model, 264
backward recursion in DP, 229
basic feasible solution, 27
basic solution, 25
basic variable, 27
basis matrix, 26, 27
basis partition, 26
Bellman equation, 235
Bellman’s principle of optimality, 225
benchmark, 178
Benders decomposition, 260
beta of a security, 147
binary integer linear program, 193
binary search, 82
binomial distribution, 243
binomial lattice, 243
Black–Scholes–Merton option pricing formula, 116, 288
Black–Litterman model, 148
branch and bound, 200
branch and cut, 210
branching, 198, 202
Brownian motion, 116
BSM equation, 116
CAL, 156
call option, 11
callable debt, 282
capital allocation line, 156
capital budgeting, 193, 226
cash-flow matching, 50
centered direction, 129
central path, 127
CMO, 248
collateralized mortgage obligation, 248
combinatorial auction, 212
complementary slackness, 22
concave function, 320
conditional prepayment model, 251
Conditional Value-at-Risk, 273
cone, 322
conic optimization, 4, 168
constrained optimization, 100
constraint robustness, 7, 295
constructing an index fund, 216
constructing scenario trees, 265
contingent claim, 62
cvx combination, 320
cvx function, 320
cvx set, 320
covexity of bond portfolio, 50
corporate debt management, 282
correlation, 326
covariance, 326
covariance matrix approximation, 181
credit migration, 277
credit rating, 249
credit risk, 276
credit spread, 252
cubic spline, 162
cutting plane, 206
CVaR, 273
dedication variables, 42
dedicated portfolio, 50
dedication, 50
default risk, 249
density function, 324
Index

derivative security, 62

deterministic DP, 226
deterministic equivalent of an SP, 257
diffusion model, 117
discrete probability measure, 324
distribution function, 324
diversified portfolio, 145
dual cone, 322
dual of an LP, 19
dual QP, 122
dual simplex method, 37
duality gap, 20, 130
duration, 50
dynamic program, 5, 225

efficient frontier, 9
efficient portfolio, 9
ellipsoidal uncertainty set, 294
entering variable, 33
European option, 11
exercise price of an option, 11
expectation, 325
expected portfolio return, 9
expected value, 325
expiration date of an option, 11
extreme point, 27
feasibility cut, 262
feasible solution of an LP, 17
first-order necessary conditions for
NLP, 101
formulating an LP, 44
forward recursion in DP, 231
forward start option, 187
Frobenius norm, 182
Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing, 67
GARCH model, 112
generalized reduced gradient, 103
geometric mean, 142
global optimum, 2
GMI cut, 207
golden section search, 85
Gomory mixed integer cut, 207
gradient, 93
hedge, 11
Hessian matrix, 98
heuristic for MILP, 204

idiosyncratic risk, 147
implied volatility, 116
independent random variables, 325
index fund, 216
index tracking, 178
infeasible problem, 2
insurance company ALM problem, 280
integer linear program, 5
integer program, 192
interior-point method, 124
internal rate of return, 83
IPM, 124
IRR, 83

Jacobian matrix, 96
joint distribution function, 325
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions, 102
KKT conditions, 102
knapsack problem, 236
knot, 162
L-shaped method, 260
Lagrange multiplier, 100
Lagrangian function, 100
lagrangian relaxation, 219
line search, 90
linear factor model, 159
linear optimization, 3
linear program, 3, 15
linear programming relaxation of an MILP, 196
local optimum, 2
lockbox problem, 213
Lorenz cone, 169
loss function, 273
loss multiple, 252
LP, 15
marginal distribution function, 325
market return, 147
Markowitz model, 138
master problem, 261
maturity date of an option, 62
maximum regret, 299
MBS, 248
mean, 325
mean-absolute deviation model, 152
mean-variance optimization, 9, 138
Michaud’s resampling approach, 147
MILP, 193
mixed integer linear program, 5, 193
model robustness, 7
modeling, 42
modeling logical conditions, 193
mortgage-backed security, 248
multi-stage stochastic program with recourse, 258
MVO, 138
Newton’s method, 86, 96
NLP, 80
node selection, 203
nonbasic variable, 27
nonlinear program, 3, 80

objective function, 2
objective robustness, 8, 296
optimal solution of an LP, 17
optimality cut, 262
optimization problem, 1
option pricing, 11, 244
Index

pass-through MBS, 248
path-following algorithm, 128
pay down, 249
payoff, 245
pension fund, 280
pivoting in simplex method, 34
polar cone, 322
polyhedral cone, 322
polyhedral set, 320
polyhedron, 320
polynomial time algorithm, 4, 40
portfolio optimization, 9, 138
portfolio optimization with minimum transaction levels, 222
positive semidefinite matrix, 4
present value, 50
primal linear program, 19
probability distribution, 323
probability measure, 323
probability space, 324
pruning a node, 199
pure integer linear program, 5, 193
pure Newton step, 129
put option, 11
quadratic convergence, 89
quadratic program, 3, 121
random event, 323
random sampling, 266
random variable, 324
ratio test, 33
RBSA, 158
rebalancing, 290
recourse decision, 258
recourse problem, 261
reduced cost, 27, 55, 332
regular point, 101
relative interior, 125
relative robustness, 299
replicating portfolio, 11
replication, 64, 290
required buffer, 252
return-based style analysis, 158
revised simplex method, 327
risk management, 12
risk measure, 12
risk-neutral probabilities, 65
riskless profit, 74
robust multi-period portfolio selection, 306
robust optimization, 7, 292
robust portfolio optimization, 314
robust pricing, 318
saddle point, 305
sample space, 323
scenario generation, 263
scenario tree, 258
scheduled amortization, 250
second-order necessary conditions for NLP, 102
second-order sufficient conditions for NLP, 102
second-order cone program, 169
securitization, 248
self-financing, 289
semidefinite program, 173
sensitivity analysis, 53
sequential quadratic programming, 108
shadow price, 54, 329
Sharpe ratio, 155
short sale, 10
simplex method, 33
simplex tableau, 33
slack variable, 15
software for NLP, 82
SOLVER spreadsheet, 45
spline, 162
stage in DP, 233
standard deviation, 325
standard form LP, 15
state in DP, 233
steepest descent, 93
stochastic DP, 238
stochastic linear program, 6
stochastic program, 6, 256
stochastic program with recourse, 6
strict global optimum, 2
strict local optimum, 2
strictly convex function, 320
strictly feasible, 125
strike price, 11
strong branching, 203
strong duality, 21
subgradient, 110
surplus variable, 16
symmetric matrix, 3
synthetic option, 285
terminal node, 258
tracking error, 179
tranche, 249
transaction cost, 146, 290
transition state, 234
transpose matrix, 3
tree fitting, 267
turnover constraint, 146
two-stage stochastic program with recourse, 256
type A arbitrage, 63
type B arbitrage, 63
unbounded problem, 2
uncertainty set, 293
unconstrained optimization, 92
underlying security, 11
Value-at-Risk, 271
VaR, 271
variance, 325
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>345</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>variance of portfolio return, 9</td>
<td>weighted average life, 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volatility estimation, 112</td>
<td>yield of a bond, 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volatility smile, 117</td>
<td>zigzagging, 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAL, 250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak duality, 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>